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It was a great honour to have my words so played
and spoken It was wonderful to see you giving my
poor country girl all that intense and moving beauty
You brought her into touch with so many emotions
and ideas which I had not suspected in her You were
all that I was trying for and could not reach] when I
was trying to give cy°u' b& 'Oh, Nan, you be a
beautiful actress'
"I have to thank you for my first success, and it is
hard to find words for that, but I can at least bless and
thank you for these many disappointments which this
play brought to you before the Pioneers were kind
I hope I have the honour of writing many other plays
for you in times to come, but this first one, which you
have made so beautiful to me, will always be a proud
memory, even if you give those others a life as moving
"Believe me,
"Yours always very sincerely,
"John Masefield "
Arnold Bennett, who had not seen a play of Masefield
before, told me how beautiful he had found "Nan,"
and showed by the praise which he gave me—"I have
never admired your acting more than in the last scene
of the second act You and the scene were simply
exquisite"—that he could combine generosity with
discrimination in his praise
Bennett was indeed entirely captivated by "Nan "
He confessed in the same letter that, though he was apt
to be restive in the theatre, the play "got hold of him"
little by little until he was carried away by the last act,
which he found "tremendously fine	The whole
affair startlingly noble " Arnold, though he measured
his gifts meticulously never gave grudgingly
III
The theatre gives little time for relaxation whilst a
play is running, but it offers compensation in the
generous opportunity for holiday between the seasons

